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Daily Message received in the Commune of Castel Volturno, Campania, Italy, transmitted by Saint
Joseph to the visionary Sister Lucía de Jesús 

When nations suffer, they hide their suffering in chaos, in distractions, in modernities and in
pleasures, which distance the feelings of pain and of loneliness that spiritually inhabit their
consciousness.

When a nation is empty of God in spite of its apparent religiosity, the darkness hides in the
appearances and dominates hearts that live in lie, sin and deceit.

The Creator comes to this place, children, to grant an opportunity of Mercy to the souls that have
condemned themselves to eternal suffering. He comes to free those who believe they know God
from lies, and who meanwhile experience deceiving themselves and others, but not the Creator of
all things.

So infinite is the Love of your Celestial Father, that He sends His Light into the abysses of the
planet, and where it seems that darkness will reign forever and will submit souls to its illusions,
there arrives the Divine Hands, offering forgiveness, redemption and healing.

Those who know how to embrace the path of prayer and repair their faults and sins through service
and awakening will generate merits so that many others who remained half-asleep may receive
forgiveness and Mercy during the last moment of their lives.

We came here for a nation that is spiritually dying because of the weight of its faults, because of the
great emptiness of its spirit. So great is the abyss of its sins that its spirit cannot manage to rise up
alone to cry out to God.

Thus, children, I come to call on you to pray, pray for these people, for this nation, and for all the
beings in it that are in need of a greater Grace to free themselves from the chains of sin. Cry out for
Mercy and for forgiveness, cry out for redemption.

If just a few are capable of opening their heart to God, it will already be enough so that others do
not become lost and so that this nation does not cease to exist, but rather is able to recover its
filiation with God.

Cry out and ask the Father to send His Spirit and His Light to the world; in this way, all will be
fulfilled.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


